Abstract. Let a be an infinite cardinal. Comfort pre-order on p(a)\a is defined as follows: for p, q G Pia)\a, p <c q if every ^-compact space is p-compact. For p 6 t/(a), we let 7rK(/>) be the type of p and 7c(p) = {q £ U(q): q <c P <c 9} • Since rc(p) is a union of types, it is natural to define Cp = \{TRni<l)-<? e Tc(j))}\. It is evident that m < cp < 2" for p £ U(a). We show that if p 6 l/(a) then |7rk(/?)| = \"a/p\, and we use this equality to prove that cp = 2Q whenever p is decomposable. We also note that if p is countably incomplete then 2W < cp < 2a ; if p is RK-minimal (selective) and co < a then cp = a> and cp =
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper all spaces are assumed to be completely regular Hausdorff. If /: X -> Y is a continuous function then /: piX) -» PiY) denotes the Stone extension of /. The remainder of X is the space X* = PiX)\X. The Greek letters a, y, and k will stand for infinite cardinal numbers, and £,, C, and n for ordinal numbers. If a is a cardinal then also a stands for the discrete space of cardinality a, and /?(a) is identified with the set of ultrafilters on a. For A C a, the closure of A in /?(a) is the set A = {p e /?(a): A e p} and A* = A\A. For pea*, the norm of p is \\p\\ = min{|^|: A e p}. (7(a) = {p e a*: \\p\\ = a} is the set of uniform ultrafilters on a and /V(a) = /?(a)\r/(a).
The Rudin-Keisler order on a* is defined by p <rk q if there is f eaa such that fiq) = p, for p, q e a*. If p, q e a*, then p «RK q means that p <RK <7 and q <RK p ■ It is not hard to prove that p «RK q iff there is a bijection cr of a such that ?J(p) = <? . For pea*, the type of p is 7rk(p) = {?£a*:p «RK a} . Recall that p e t/(a) is decomposable if V infinite A < a3r e t/(A) (r <RK p), p is indecomposable if whenever co < X < a there is no r <RK p such that r 6 UiX), and /? is countably incomplete if there is q e co* such that q <RK p ■ We say / e aPia) is a .tfro«g embedding if there is a partition {A^: £ < a} of a such that fi£) e A$ for each £ < a. For p, q e a*, the tensor product of p and q is defined by p®q = {A Cq x a: {£ < a: {£, < a: (£, Q & A} e q} e p} (for other properties not considered here and background on tensor products the reader may consult [CN] ). If p, q e a*, then p®q is an ultrafilter on ax a and it can be viewed as a point in a* via a bijection between a and ax a. It is not hard to see that ® is not an associative operation on a*. Nevertheless, ® induces a semigroup operation on the set of types {TRk(p): pea*}.
Hence, p" stands for an arbitrary point in TRK_ip)n ,forpe a* and for 1 < n < co. The following lemma is a summary of basic results about the Rudin-Keisler order (proofs are available in [CN] or [Gl] ).
1.1. Lemma. Let p, q e a*. Then:
(1) if f eaa, then f(p) «RK p <* 3A e p if\A is one-to-one); (2) iBlass) if f e a(7RK(^)) is a strong embedding, then fip) «RKp ®q; (3) p <RK p <S> q and q <RK p <8> q; (4) (M. E. Rudin) if r <g> q wRK r ® p for some r e a*, then p «Rk q ■
The following concept was introduced, in the context of nonstandard analysis, by Bernstein [B] and is a generalization of compactness. (Bernstein) . Let p e a*. A space X is p-compact if fip) e X for each feaX.
Definition
Clearly, every compact space is p-compact for each pea*, and it is easy to prove that the product of a set of p-compact spaces is p-compact and pcompactness is closed-hereditary. Thus, for a space X, by a result proved by Herrlich and Van der Slot [HS] , Franklin [F] , and Woods [W] , we have that PpiX) -f]{Y C PiX): X CY, Y is p-compact} is the p-compact reflection of X for each pea*; Blass [B12] also introduced the sets PPico), for p e co*, in a very natural way from recursion-theoretic considerations.
Types
The results of this section are essentially known, but we could not find them explicitly in the published literature. The main result is Theorem 2.3, where we estimate the cardinality of a type in terms of the cardinality of a suitable ultraproduct (for the definition of ultraproduct and a survey on ultraproducts see [CN] ). We need the following 2.1. Lemma [Bll] . Let f,geaa such that f is one-to-one, and let pea*.
Then fip) = gip) if and only if {{ < a: /(£) -*(£)} e p.
Proof. (•*=) This is evident.
(=>) Assume that fip) -gip). Modifying / only on a set not in p,
we can arrange that / is a bijection. Consider the function f~x o g e aa.
Applying [CN, Theorem 9.2(a) ], we have that {£ < a: f~x(g(Q) = £} e p, since J o gip) = p . Hence, {£, < a: /(£) = £(£)} 6 p .
The referee has provided the following example showing that the assumption that / and g are finite-to-one is not sufficient for Lemma 2.1. Fix p e co*, and consider in <y3 the sets {(x, y, z): (x, z) e A} , {(x, y, z): (y, z) e A} , and {(x, y, z): x ^ y} , where A ranges over p ®p . These sets have the finite intersection property, so there is an ultrafilter q on w3 containing them all. The projections to w3 defined by f(x, y, z) = (x, z) and g(x, y, z) -(y, z) are finite-to-one on {(x, y, z): x < z and y < z} which is in q , and f(q) = g(q) = p ®p , yet the set on which / and g agree is {(x, y, z): x -y} £ q. Notice that, if p is RK-minimal in a* (g-point of co*) and f,geaa (f,qewco and / is finite-to-one), then the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 holds. The next theorem shows, assuming MA, there are points in co* which are non-RK-minimal and satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 without any additional condition on the functions.
2.2. Theorem. Let X = {p": n < co} and {r} be RK-minimal points of co* such that r is not »Ra-equivalent to p" for n < co. If p -e(r) (where e: co -* X is defined by e(n) = p" for n < co) and f, g ewco, then
In particular, if p, q e co* are non-^-g^-equivalent, RK-minimal ultrafilters, then p ® q satisfies (*).
Proof. Observe that p cannot be RK-minimal since r <RK £. We only prove the necessity. Let f, g ewca be such that fip) = Up). If fip) = g(p) = k e co, then f~x(k) n g~lik) € p . Hence, we may assume that fip) = g(p) e co*.
We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that {n < co: f(n) = gin)} = 0. We consider three cases: Case 1. A = [n < co: fie in)) e co} e r. Then /(?(/■)) = fip) «RK r. So fip) = 'gip) is RK-minimal; hence, it is a P-point of co*, because every RK-minimal ultrafilter is a P-point of co*. Since gip) e Clp^igip,,): n < co} and g(p) is a P-point of co*, either {n < co: ~g(pn) -~g(p)} e r or {n < <*>'■ ~g(Pn) e co} e r. Since r is not «RK-equivalent to p" and g(p") <Rk Pn for all n <co, B -{n < co: g(pn) e co} e r. Thus f°e\AnB and goe\Ar)B are in AnBco. Applying_Lemma 2.1 and the assumption that r is RK-minimal, we have that [n < co: f(e(n)) = g(e(n))} e r. Hence, there is m < co such that f(Pm) = g(Pm) ■ Applying again Lemma 2.1, we obtain that {n < co: f(n) = g(n)} epm, which is a contradiction.
Case 2. {n < co: f(p") = fip)} e r. Then fip) = gip) «RK pm for some m < co, so ~g(p) is a P-point of co*. Hence, either N -{n < co: ~g~ip") = gip)} e r or M = {n < co: ~gipn) e co} e r. If N e r then there is k < co such that fip/c) = ~g~ipk), but this contradicts the hypothesis, by Lemma 2.1. If M e r, then g(e(r)) = ~g(p) «RK r, which is impossible since, in this case, lip) ~rkPm for some m < co.
Case 3. {n < co: fip) ^ f(pn) and fip") e co*} e r. Since r is RKminimal, by [C, Lemma 9.4] , there is A e r such that f°e\A is an embedding. For each n e A, we have that f(p") = fie in)) «Rk Pn = ein). Since X is a set of P-points of co*, X is a (strongly) discrete subset of co*. Hence, e is an embedding. We need the following fact (see [Bo, Lemma 2.20] ): Let cj), y/: co -> co* be embeddings and let q e co*. Then {n < co: 4>in) «RK ipin)} eq& 0(g) «RK ¥(Q) • From this fact it follows that fip) = /(F(r)) wRK e{r) = p . By Lemma 1.1(1), there is B e p such that f\u is one-to-one. By Lemma 2.1, {n < co: fin) = gin)} e p , but this contradicts our assumption. Proof. By the definition of type, for every q e 7rK(p) there is a permutation aq of a such that aq(p) = q. Define fq = aq o / for q e 7rk(p), where i is the inclusion map i: k -> a. Then, define *P: TRK(p) -» Ka/p by *F(#) = ^/p for # e 7rK(p) . We claim that *F is one-to-one. Indeed, if {£ < k: fq(c;) = /,(£)} = k n K < a: er,({) = <7r(£)} ep for some ?,re TRK(p), then {<!; < a: a-?(£) = ar(0} e p; hence, rTg(p) = # = 0>(p) = r. This shows that *F is one-to-one, so |7RK(p)| < |*a/p|. Now, let {A^: £ < a} be a partition of a such that |^| = a for £ < a. Index •4j by {fl(£> */): */ < a} for £ < a. For each f e Ka, define 0/ e Qa by ^/(O = a(£, /(£)), for e; < k , and if k < a, then 0y is any bijection between a\K and a\{a(^, fit)): £, < k} . It is evident that cj)/ is one-to-one for each f eKa. Set Pf = 0y(p) for f eKa. By Lemma 1.1(1), we have that Pf e TRK(p) for each f eKa. Then, we define <P: Ka/p -» TRK(p) by ®(f/P) = P/> f°r f eKa, and verify that <P is well defined and one-to-one. In fact, if /, g e Ka and {£ < K\ /(<*) = #(£)} G p, then {£ < a: 0/(£) = 4>giZ)} e p; hence, pf = cj>f(p) -pg -<f>gip). Thus, <I> is well defined. Assume that f,geKa satisfy pf = <P(//p) = ~4>fip) = <&(g/p) = ^gip) = pg .
By Lemma 2.1, {£ < /c: 0/(0 = 0?(£)} = {£ < *: /(£) = #(£)} 6 P; that is, f=pg. Thus, <D is one-to-one, so |rRK(p)| < |Ka/p| < \TRK(p)\.
Comfort order
In [Gl, G2] , W. W. Comfort defined an order on co* as a tool to study the relation among p-compact properties and some topological properties of co*. This section is devoted to investigate the properties of Comfort order for cardinals higher than co. We begin with the definition of Comfort order.
3.1. Definition (Comfort) . For p, q e a*, we say p <c q if every ^-compact space is p-compact.
It is evident that <c is a pre-order on a* and <RK C <c. For p, q e a*, we say p «c q if p <c q <c p and the Comfort type of p is the set Tc(p) = {q e a*: p Kcq} . It is evident that if q e Tc(p) then TRK(q) C Tc(p) (see [Gl] or [G2] ). Thus, each Comfort type of a* can be filled out with types of a*. This suggests the following: 3.2. Definition. For p e a*, we define cP = \{TRK(q):qeTc(p)}\.
The next easy theorem is basic in the study of Comfort order.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3.3. Theorem. For p, q e a*, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) P<cd- (5) Pqia) is p-compact.
(6) j8,(a)na* is p-compact.
3.4. Lemma. Let p, q e a*. If p <c q then \\p\\ < \\q\\. In particular, if p e U(a) then Tc<p) C [/(a).
Proof. Set y = \\q\\. We may assume that q e U(y). By Theorem 3.3 and the definition of Pq(co), it suffices to show that the set X -{r e a*: \\r\\ < \\q\\}\Ja is ^-compact. In fact, let f eyX. For each t, < y, choose A$ e /(£) such that |4j| < y ■ Hence, we have that f[y] c A, where A = \Ji<yA^, and so f(q) e A . Since \A\ < | \Ji<y A^\ < y , f(q) e X. Thus, X is ^-compact. Now, we give some conditions equivalent to the definition of Comfort order involving the tensor product of ultrafilters and RK-order; the proof is completely similar to that of [G2, Corollary 2.6(4)].
3.5. Lemma. For p, q e a*, the following statements are equivalent.
(1) P<cQ- In addition, if p, q e Tc(r) then p®qe Tc(r).
In [Gl, G2] , the author showed that cp = 2W for each p e co*. Thus, it is natural to ask whether cp = 2a for p e U(a). We will prove that if p is decomposable then cp = 2a, and cp = co whenever a > co and p e U(a) is RK-minimal (the existence of such a p makes a a measurable cardinal, because p must be a-complete). First, we prove some preliminary results.
3.6. Lemma. Let p, q e a*. If p <c q, then co <cp <cq <2a .
Proof. It follows directly from Lemmas 1.1(4) and 3.5(2).
Notice from Lemma 3.6 that if p e U(a) is countably incomplete then 2m < cp . Moreover, we will show that cp -Cp whenever p 6 U(a) is countably incomplete. We need the following lemmas (a proof of Lemma 3.7 is in [Gl] ).
3.7. Lemma. Let co < k < a be a cardinal, p e U(k), and {A^: £ < a} a partition of a. If f, g e K(a*) and /(<f), gtf) e k\, then f(p) «RK gip) iff {£<a:/(0«RKc?(£)}ep.
3.8. Lemma. If p e U(a) and co <k <cp , then \"k/p\ < cp .
Proof. Let {A^: ^ < a} be a partition of a in subsets of cardinality a. For each £ < a, choose a subset {p(<^, Q: C < k} of Tc(p) DA^ so that p(c;, £) is not «RK-equivalent to p(£, n) whenever ( < n < k . Then, we define O: aK/p -* Tc(p) by 0(//p) -0y(p) = Pf for f €aK, where 0/: a -> a* is defined by 0/(£) = p(£, /(£)) for ^ < a. By Lemma 3.7, <P is well defined and Pf**x.Pg iff {£ < <*■ Pit, fit)) **xx. Pit, git))} e P iff {Z<a:fiZ) = giZ)}ep; that is, TRK(pf) / TRK_(pg) whenever f/p ^ g/p for f, g eaK . Observe that P <rk Pf for each f e aK. Since Tc(p) C pp(a) and Pp(a) is p-compact, Pf e PP(a) for f e aK. By Theorem 3.3, we have that Pf <c p; hence, P/ e Tc(p), for f eaK . Therefore, |a/c/p| < cp .
The proofs of the following results are available in [CN] .
3.9. Lemma. Let p e U(a). Then:
(1) (Keisler) if k is an arbitrary cardinal, then |a(K<Q)/p| = Ka; (2) (Keisler) if p is countably incomplete and k is a cardinal, then |a/c/p|(U = \aK/p\; (3) (Frayne-Morel-Scott) a < \aa/p\.
3.10. Lemma. Let f, g ea(a*) and p e a*. If g is a strong embedding and {£ < a: f(Q <RK git)} e p, then fip) <RK gip).
Proof. Let {A^: £ < a} be a partition of a such that g(^) e A$ for each £ < a. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f(£) <RK ,?(£) for all £ < a. Choose fy: A{ -> a so that h^(g(^)) = f(£), for each £, < a, and define h = \Ji<a h%. Then we have that h(g(p)) = fip), as required.
Theorem. Let p e C/(a). Then:
(1) if a <cp , then a < cp <2a; (2) if p is countably incomplete, then 2W < cp = Cp < 2a; (3) if p is decomposable, then cp = 2a ;
1.1(2), 3.10 and the ^-compactness of PP(a), we have that py <RK. qx®Py <rk 7(Qx) = Px and px e U(X) n pp(a). Now, consider the chain {py: co < y < a} defined above. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that pa = p. We will prove, by induction, that cPy = 2y for each co < y < a. It is a fact that cPo> = 2W, since pw e co*. Assume cPy -2y for all co <y < X < a. Since py <Rk Px , by Lemma 3.6, we have that 2y -cPr < cPk, for co < y < X. This implies that 2<A < cPl. From Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9(1) it follows that 2X = \x(2<k)/pk\ < cPk < 2l. Therefore, cp = 2a.
Clauses (4) and (5) follow from (3) and a theorem due to G V. Cudnovskij and D. V. Cudnovskij [CC] and Kunen and Prikry [KP] that every regular ultrafilter on a and every q e C/(N"), for each n < co, are decomposable (see [BS] ).
Clause (5) of Theorem 3.11 leads us to ask: 3.12. Question. Is cp = 2N-for all p € tf (Nw) ? Donder [D] has shown that in the core model K every ultrafilter is regular. Hence, by Theorem 3.11(3), K \= Vp e U(a) (cp = 2a). Nevertheless, we will prove that, if p € U(a) is RK-minimal and a > co, then cp = co. The following lemmas are needed.
3.13. Lemma. If p, q e U(a) are a-complete, then p®q is a-complete. Proof. First, we give some notation. For A C a x a, £ < a, and r e a*, we let Atf) = {C < a: (£, Q e A} and S(A,r) = {£ < a: A(i) e r}. It is evident that A e p ® q •«• S(A, q) e p . Let {Av: n < k} C p ® q for k < a, and set A = (\n<KAn. Clearly, A(k) = n^<K^i;(0 for £ < a. It suffices to show that S(A, q) = f| S(A", q), because p is a-complete. Indeed, £ € S(A, q) <=> A(i) = O^An^) e q & A" e q for all n < k [since q is a-complete] & £ e S(A", q) for all n < k <=> £ e D,<K S(A", q).
We omit the proof of the next easy lemma.
3.14. Lemma. If p e U(a) is a-complete, then p ^ D~ for each D C a*\{p} with \D\ < a.
3.15. Lemma. If p e U(a) is RK-minimal, 1 < n < co, and f e a[T(p)n] satisfies f(p) = q £ f[a], then q «RK p"+1.
Proof. Since p is RK-minimal, p is a PQ-l-point of U(a) and a-complete (see [CN] ). By virtue of Lemma 1.1 (2), it is enough to show that there is A e p such that f\A is a strong embedding. In fact, for each £ < a let Q = /_1({/(^)}). Then Cf ^ p for all £, < a. Since p is RK-minimal, there is C e p such that \C n Q| < 1 for each £ < a (by [CN, Theorem 9.6] ). Namely, f\c is one-to-one. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that / is one-to-one. For every £ < a, choose A/= e fi£) such that A^ £ q. Then B$ = {C, < a: fiC) $ A%} e p for £ < a. Since p is a Pa+-point, there
is B e p such that \B\B^\ < a for £, < a. By Lemma 3.13 Thus, J~\b is one-to-one and discrete. We may suppose that B = a. Now, we
show that / is a strong embedding. By induction, we will define a suitable partition of a as follows.
Let Rq e f(0) such that R0 i q and R0 n f[a] = {/(0)} . Assume that we have defined R% e f(£) for t\ < n < a so that:
(1) RrnRi = 0 for £<£< rj;
(2) R^iq for £ < r, ?/, a) ] is a discrete subset of U(a), we can find R" e f(n) such that R" r\f[a] = {f(n)}, Rn C a\i?, and Rn <£ q. Thus, {i?^: ^ < a} witnesses that / is a strong embedding.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 3.15 we have:
3.16. Theorem. If co < a and p e U(a) is RK-minimal, then cp = co. Proof. It suffices to show that X = (U{7rk(/>)": n < co}) U a is p-compact;
hence, Tc(p) = URrk^)": n < co}. Indeed, let f e aX with q = fip) <£ /[a]. If {£ < a: /(£) € a} e p, then q e TR^(p), since p is RK-minimal. Hence, we may assume that f[a] C LK^rkCp)": n < co}. Define An -{£, < a: f(£) e 7RK(p)"} for 1 < n < co. Since p is coi-complete, there is 1 < n < co such that An e p. Hence, without loss of generality, we may suppose that f[a] C TRK(p)n . By Lemma 3.15, we have that q e TRK(p)n+x C X. Therefore, X is p-compact. It follows from Lemma 3.15, Theorem 3.11 (2) , and Theorem 9.6 of [CN] that a cardinal a is measurable if and only if there is p e U(a) such that cp <2W . It should be mentioned that if a is measurable then there is p e U(a) such that p is a-complete and cp = 2a ; indeed, by [CN, Theorem 10 .9], we can find p e U(a) so that p is a-complete and p has 2a many Rudin-Keisler type predecessors, and we now apply Lemmas 1.1(4) and 3.5(2).
In the next theorem, we will show that if a is a strong limit and p e U(a) is indecomposable, then every q e Tc(p) is indecomposable. Prikry [P] proved that if p e U(a) is a-complete then there is a generic extension in which any ultrafilter extending p is indecomposable and a is a strong limit with cf(a) = co. Woodin (unpublished) showed that we can collapse a measurable cardinal to Kw so that, in the generic extension, Nw is a strong limit and there is an indecomposable ultrafilter over Nm .
3.17. Theorem. Let a be a strong limit and p e U(a) indecomposable. If q e U(a) and q <cp, then q is indecomposable. Proof. We will verify that the space X = aU[PP(a)n(NliU(a))] is p-compact, where N -{q e PP(a): \\q\\ = co} . Indeed, let / 6 aX such that q -f(p) £ f [a] .
Since PP(a) n U(a) is p-compact, we may assume that f[a] C a U (pp(a) nN). If {<* < a: /({) e a} e p then q <RK p; hence, q e pp(a) n (N U U(a)), since p is indecomposable. Then, we may suppose that f[a] c PP(a) n N. Assume that q e N(a), and fix A e q with \A\ < a. Since a is a strong limit, \A\ < a. We have that A^ = /_1(/({^})) £ P for <^ < a, and, since {£ < a: /(£) e A} e p, it follows that B = |J{^: f(€) e A} e p.
Consider the function g e Ba defined by g~x({£}) = A% for each £ < a with f(£) e A. Since p is indecomposable, 'gip) <RR p, and A% $. p for £ < a, there is {/(£«): w < w} Q A sucn tnat \Jn<(0Ain e p; hence, q e Ci0(Q){/(£"): n < <y} . For each n < co, choose C" e /(|n) such that \C"\-co, since /[a] C N. Then, we have that q eC where C = \Jn<0} Cn and |C| = co. Therefore, q e Pp(a) f) N. This proves that X is p-compact. Hence, the conclusion follows from the fact that <Rk Q <c and Theorem 3.3.
Recall that a space X is initially a-compact if every open cover ft of X with |^| < a has a finite subcover. In [G3, Corollary 2.15] we have improved a theorem of Saks by establishing that Xy is initially a-compact for each cardinal y iff X is p-compact for some decomposable p € U(a). In particular, we have 3.18. Theorem. For p e U(a), the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) Pp(a) is initially a-compact; (2) Pp(a) n U(k) ^ 0 ybr a// cardinal co <k < a; (3) PP(a) n U(k) 7^ 0 ybr a// regular k with co <k < a; (4) there is q e Tc(p) decomposable.
It follows from Theorem 3.17 that if a is a strong limit and p e C/(a) is indecomposable, then Pp(a) is not initially a-compact. Thus, the condition decomposable in Corollary 2.15 in [G3] is essential. On the other hand, Donder's result implies that K \= Vp € U(a) (PP(a) is initially a-compact) and K \= a space X is p-compact for p € U(a) o-Xy is initially a-compact for each cardinal y.
